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Motivated by these developments and recommendations
resulting from a workshop that suggested that simulation
modeling systems should be made “friendlier” by using
more graphics (Ibbs 1986), the authors have undertaken to
develop a simulation framework geared towards construction using a JavaBeans-based, object-oriented approach.
This paper provides an overview of the ongoing work
on this project. In the next section a brief introduction to
the state-of-the-art of Java-based simulation is given. The
concepts of Java-based simulation and JavaBeans-based
simulation are outlined in the following two sections. The
fifth section of the paper describes the way in which the
Silk simulation modeling language was extended using
JavaBeans. The sixth section gives implementation details.
Conclusion and future directions are provided in the last
section of the paper.

ABSTRACT
The modeling and analysis of construction processes is
gaining recognition in the construction industry. Recent
developments such as Java-based simulation are giving a
unique opportunity for improvements in the modeling and
analysis of construction processes. Component-based architecture such as JavaBeans can be used to develop modular
simulation environments supporting high reusability of
software components. This paper describes a prototype
component-based architecture for construction simulation. It
highlights the work performed by the authors in using
JavaBeans for the simulation of construction processes.
1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Simulation has been used extensively in many different
areas of the construction industry. It started with the
introduction of CYCLONE by Halpin (1977). Over the last
two decades computer simulation has established its
usefulness in the area of modeling and analysis. A user can
enter the fields such as number of entities in the system,
delay time in the Normal activity etc. of construction
processes for planning, scheduling, and control of
functions, operations, and resources of a construction
project (Sawhney and Mund 1999). Recent developments
in object-oriented methods (Liu and Ioannou 1992) in
general and Java-based programming in particular
(Sawhney et al.. 1999) and construction project level
simulation (Sawhney et al. 1998 and Odeh et al. 1992) are
being reported by researchers in the field of construction
simulation (Sawhney et al. 1999).
Simulations are usually performed in a standalone
environment for testing, experimenting, and studying a
system or its prototype. However, as the ability to share
knowledge across wide areas increased dramatically with
the help of the Internet, simulation experts began to use the
web to perform simulation (Sawhney et al. 1999).

2

WHAT IS JAVA - BASED SIMULATION?

Generally, a simulation model programmed in the Java
language can be defined as a Java-based simulation.
However, the term “Java-based simulation” is used more
broadly to point to simulation models that can be accessed
over the Internet. This is also commonly referred to as
“WebSim” (Powersim 1998). WebSim programs can be
divided into the following two major categories (Page et al.
1997): (1) Simulation programs that can be accessed
remotely through web browsers in which a single copy of
the simulation runs on a server and passes the simulation
results to the invoking client (Page et al. 1997); and (2) a
variation of the first, but with the added feature of code
mobility afforded by such network programming languages
as Java. The simulation executes on the client rather than
the server (Page et al. 1997). In essence the modeler
develops a Java-based applet that is embedded in a web
page. The construction process simulation tool described in
the paper belongs to this category.
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distributions, which are found useful in the manufacturing
environment. Models using objects from SimProd can be
implemented as applets and executed in a Web browser.
Simjava, a Java-based discrete event simulation
package authored by Fred Howell and Ross McNab
(Howell and McNab 1998), is conceptually based on the
HASE++ simulation library (Coe et al. 1998) and the
Sim++ library for C++ (Jade Simulation International
1992). Based on a discrete event simulation kernel,
Simjava includes facilities for representing simulation
objects as animated icons on a screen. Also, Simjava
simulations may be incorporated as “live diagrams” into
web documents (Howell and McNab 1998). Currently
efforts for the integration of Java-based simulations written
(using Simjava) and Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML) based animations are being conducted.
SilkTM, a general-purpose simulation language written
using the Java programming language, combines processoriented modeling structures with powerful object-oriented
language features in an intelligent design. This encourages
model simplicity and reusability (Healy and Kilgore 1997).
In Silk, models are developed directly in the Java
programming language using an Application Programming
Interface (API) composed of classes which consist of
relatively few powerful process-oriented modeling features
(Healy and Kilgore 1997). Silk also allows a modeler to
develop domain specific simulation objects using the
JavaBeans-based methodology. This is a key feature that
makes Silk very attractive to developers. The authors used
Silk to develop the JavaBeans-based construction simulation tool described in this paper.
JSIM, a simulation toolkit in which models can be
built using either the event package (Event-Scheduling
Paradigm) or the process package (Process-Interaction
Paradigm) (Nair et al. 1997), supports a good graphical
environment for displaying queues. A Java database is used
for storing results.
JavaSim is a set of Java packages for building discrete
event process-based simulation, similar to that in Simula
and C++SIM (Little 1997). SimKit is another Java based
discrete event simulation toolkit that is currently being
developed (Buss and Stork 1996).

Overall, it is felt that Java-based simulation will
expose the benefits of computer simulation to a larger
audience of problem-solvers, decision-makers and trainers
since models can be distributed and executed over the
Internet using standard browser software on any operating
system and hardware platform. Additionally, the use of
Java as a programming language for simulation provides a
number of direct benefits such as: (1) the capability of
producing hierarchical, modular, and reusable simulation
applications; (2) a “write once, run anywhere” platform
independence that allows simulations developed using Java
to be distributed and shared freely; and (3) native support
for networking and common Internet protocols, database
connectivity, multi-threading, distributed objects, and
graphical user interfaces (Healy and Kilgore 1997).
Java-based simulation can be used beneficially in a
number of ways. The following list provides some
potential applications of Java-based simulation:
•

•

•

•
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Simulation for Teaching and Training: The use of
simulation has the potential to significantly alter
the current teaching and training methodologies
(Page et al. 1997, Fishwick 1997). The primary
objective of the authors in the development of the
JavaBeans-based construction simulation template
is to enhance the undergraduate construction
engineering education.
Web-Based Collaborative Decision-Making: Javabased simulation that can be accessed over the
Internet can be effectively used as a collaborative
decision making tool when the team involved in
decision making is present at different locations.
Simulation-Based Marketing: Manufacturers of
products and processes can use WebSim to
demonstrate their technologies to prospective
users over the Internet. (Powersim 1998).
Simulation Research Methodology: The ability to
rapidly disseminate models, results, and
publications on the Internet permits new
approaches to the conduct of simulation research
(Page et al. 1997).

STATE-OF-THE-ART

4

A number of discrete event simulation toolkits
programmed in Java have been developed recently. The
following paragraphs provide an overview of the important
Java based simulation toolkits available.
SimProd, a tool for developing flexible simulation
models of production systems on the World Wide Web
(WWW), is an extension of Simjava developed by Ross
McNab and Fred Howell (Kapuno and Nagarur 1999).
SimProd provides different objects that represent entities
existing in the production system, like machines, AGVs,
conveyors and others, supporting many types of

JAVABEANS-BASED SIMULATION

JavaBeans is a portable, platform-independent software
component written in Java. It enables developers to write
reusable components once and run them anywhere
benefiting from the platform-independent power of Java
(DeSoto 1997).
JavaBeans are essentially Java classes that follow a
pre-defined property and event interface convention. These
JavaBeans can be utilized to write any type of Java
program. Normally, JavaBeans can be manipulated and
incorporated into a Java program in any visual
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have utilized this concept to develop and test a JavaBeans
based construction simulation framework.

development environment such as Symantec Visual Café,
IBM VisualAge for Java, or Sun Java Workshop.
Java offers several features that are ideally suited to the
implementation of advanced discrete-event simulation
architectures and reusable simulation software components.
Java based simulation results in creation of “objects”.
The JavaBeans technology is based on Java and
provides a means of creating and using Java classes as
software components. The term software component (or
simply component) differs from the term object in several
subtle ways. An object is generally thought of as being the
runtime incarnation of a class within a large system.
Components are referred to as specific objects that are
packaged and intended for reuse. Component software is a
type of software that is designed heavily around the idea of
code reuse and compartmentalization. (DeSoto 1997).
Component software is a very popular and powerful
concept throughout the software industry to increase
development efficiency. Software components are
designed and built so they can be accessed and used in a
variety of different development and runtime scenarios.
During the 1990’s, simulation software has utilized the
advantages of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP). The
next step in simulation software development is to use
software components. Software component begins where
OOP left off and adds capabilities to maximize software
reuse and facilitate rapid development through assembling
components.
JavaBeans are part of this component-based
architecture that support the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

5

JAVABEANS-BASED CONSTRUCTION
SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

The authors have utilized Silk to develop a prototype
JavaBeans based construction simulation framework. Silk
is a collection of Java classes for discrete-event simulation.
These classes include a unique “entity-thread” based
simulation engine and a set of process-oriented modeling
methods for true object-oriented simulation design (Healy
and Kilgore 1997). Simulation models are developed
directly in the Java programming language using Silk
classes (Sawhney et al. 1999). The package of classes can
also be extended to develop user defined JavaBeans. The
hierarchy of classes used for the current research is as
depicted in Figure 1.

Silk

Simulation

Introspection–a process of exposing the
properties, methods, and events of a JavaBean.
Customization–ability of objects, external to the
JavaBean, to customize the appearance or
behavior of the JavaBean.
Persistence–mechanisms that result in saving an
instance of the JavaBean to a disk or other storage
device.
Platform Independence–ability to work on any
computing platform.
Web-based–ability to be deployed on the Internet
because of the underlying Java language.

Entity

User Defined JavaBeans

Figure 1: Hierarchy of Silk Classes
Normally a Silk user can write a simulation program
in Java by directly extending the Silk classes. However, an
improved approach will be to develop JavaBeans that
model common scenarios encountered in construction
simulation and allow the user to develop simulation models
for construction processes on the “fly” by using these
JavaBeans.
The authors have developed JavaBeans that can be
used in the simulation of construction processes. The userdefined JavaBeans are developed by extending the Silk
“entity” class.

The above features of JavaBeans can be beneficially
used in the development of simulation programs in general
and industry specific simulation frameworks in particular.
JavaBeans that mimic the functioning of industry specific
“objects” can be designed on top of a layer of a generalpurpose discrete event simulation toolkit. Users can then
utilize the special purpose JavaBeans to develop simulation
models. Advanced users will have the option of extending
the JavaBeans, developing new JavaBeans or directly
accessing the general-purpose discrete event simulation
toolkit to write advanced simulation models. The authors
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6

are then developed by extending the ModelBean. The key
properties associated with the CYCLONE JavaBeans are
described in Table 1.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The JavaBeans based construction simulation framework
developed by the authors is based on the CYCLONE
methodology. CYCLONE, developed by D. W. Halpin
(1977) specifically for modeling of construction
operations, is a popular construction modeling and
simulation tool. It uses a graphical modeling format
consisting of five prime elements as shown in Figure 2.

Silk

Simulation

Represents a non-constraint work task
with infinite number of servers

Entity

Normal

ModelBean

Represents a work task constrained by one
or more resources
Combi

JCycloneQueue
A node where idle resources wait

JCycloneCombi

Queue

JCycloneNormal
Simulation entities can be accumulated at
this node

JCycloneCon

Function

JCycloneGen

Keeps track of the number of times a
unit passes it
Counter

JCycloneCounter

Figure 2: CYCLONE Modeling Elements

Figure 3: JavaBeans for the CYCLONE Modeling
Elements

The first element, the NORMAL represents a nonconstraint work task while the COMBI represents a
work task that is constrained by the availability of
resources. Idle resources wait at a QUEUE node and
new elements/resources can be created at a FUNCTION
node. Finally the COUNTER is used to keep track of the
number of times a unit passes it. Simulation models for
construction operations are developed using these five
CYCLONE elements.
In this study JavaBeans that provide the functionality
of the CYCLONE modeling element were developed. The
Silk modeling language can be extended for development
of these JavaBeans. Figure 3 depicts the JavaBeans
developed for the CYCLONE modeling elements. The
structure shows that a prototypical “ModelBean” was first
developed by extending the Silk “entity” class. The
JavaBeans representing the CYCLONE modeling element

Table 1: Properties of the CYCLONE Beans
JAVABEAN
PROPERTY
JCycloneQueue
Capacity
JCycloneNormal
Service Time
JCycloneCon
No. of Entities
JCycloneGen
No. of Entities
JCycloneCount
No. to Count
JCycloneCombi
Service Time, Priority
Figure 4 shows graphically the ModelBean. The
ModelBean “extends” the Silk entity class and “implements”
the outputListener interface. In addition to inheriting
properties, methods and events from the Silk entity class the
ModelBean provides the default constructor, the “output”
method and the “notifyOutput” method.
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The “output” method of the ModelBean is used to
transfer the entities from the “outPort” of an upstream
ModelBean to the “inport” of the current (downstream)
ModelBeans. In performing this transfer the “output”
method
uses
an
“OutputListenerList”.
The
“OutputListenerList” is a vector that stores a list of
downstream ModelBeans to which a ModelBean is
connected. The actual transfer of entities is shown in
Figure 7.

Silk
OutputEvent
setProperty
getProperty

Simulation

OutputListener
Interface
implements

Entity
extends
ModelBean

(Upstream Objects)
inPort
outPort
ModelBean

Figure 4: Graphical Representation of ModelBean
The “ModelBean” as shown in the hierarchy has all the
methods defined in it. Hence, the beans in the lower level
can inherit the methods implemented in the ModelBean.
This is possible because of the inheritance property, which
the object-oriented programming provides. As can be seen in
Figure 4, the ModelBean makes use of “OutputEvent” class
and “Outputlistener” interface. The “OutputEvent” class
consists of a constructor, a “setObject” and “getObject”
methods. The “setObject” method allows to set the
OutputEvent to a specific object, in this case a ModelBean.
The “OutputListener” interface has an output method
that needs to be implemented in all the classes, which
implement this interface. An interface just defines a
method, which is to be implemented by every class, which
“implements” the interface. The main methods in the
ModelBean are the “output” and “notifyOutput” methods.
This is depicted in Figure 5.

OutputListenerList
(ModelBean1,
ModelBean2 ,
ModelBean3)

!
!
!
!

Default Constructor
Output Method
notifyOutput Method
outputListenerList

ModelBean3

As seen from the figure the Upstream ModelBean is
connected to three downstream ModelBeans. These
downstream
ModelBeans
are
stored
in
the
“OutputListenerList” of the Upstream ModelBean. The
“output” method of the ModelBean1 transfers an entity
from the “outPort” of the Upstream ModelBean to its
“inPort”. Similarly, the “output” methods of the
ModelBeans2 and ModelBeans3 are called to transfer the
entities. An “OutputEvent” object is passed as an argument
to this method in order to identify the associated
downstream object. The output method uses this
“OutputEvent” object to transfer the entities from the
“outPort” of the upstream bean to the “inPort” of the
current bean. This is depicted in Figure 7.
JavaBeans such as “JCycloneNormal” implement
“push-type” logic. From a modeling standpoint, a bean
implementing push-type logic, is passive, as the individual
processing steps it models are performed by the entities
that invoke its pushProcess method. The only active
processing performed by a bean is to activate the entities
that are passed from an upstream bean. A PushModelBean
interface is used in this case. It has a pushProcess method.
JavaBeans implementing the “PushModelBean” defines
this method. In case of “JCycloneNormal” bean the entities
come into the “inPort” of the bean. The entities are then
delayed by the time specified using the pushProcess
method and the “notifyOutput” method is called. This
method transfers these entities after the specified delay
time to the outPort and calls the “output” method.
For the “JCycloneQueue” bean, there could be two
scenarios. Firstly, it may be the starting object and requires
generation of entities. The user specifies the number of
entities to be generated. It generates the required number of

outPort

Figure 5: Detail of ModelBean
The “notifyOutput” method transfers the entities from
the “inPort” of a modeling JavaBean to its “outPort”. This
is depicted in Figure 6.
notifyOutput Method
entities
ModelBean

inPort

ModelBean2

Figure 7: Working of Output Method

ModelBean
inPort

(Downstream
Objects)
ModelBean1

outPort

Figure 6: Working of “notifyOutput” Method
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entities and transfers them to the “inPort” of the Queue.
Secondly, it may be an intermediate bean, which receives
entities from an upstream object. In this case the entities
are just transferred from the “inport” to the “outport” using
the “notifyOutput” method.
Using the same process logic all the beans were
developed. Now in order to develop a simulation model,
any Java based visual/graphic developing environment
such as Visual Café can be used. These beans can be
dropped on to the work area as per the logic. The user can
specify details such as number of entities in the system,
delay time for the Normal activity, etc. Once all the
connections are set, the user can run the model and observe
the results obtained. The user has to write the Java code for
simulation superclass and an applet that calls the frame that
has all the connected beans forming a model.
The simulation then can be published on to a web
server. A client connected to the Internet can then view the
published simulation with the help of standard web browser.
Once the simulation is completed the output window
displays the standard output.
7

CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides information about the development of
JavaBeans based simulation for construction processes. By
utilizing component-based technology such as JavaBeans
the environment is built up from reusable software
components that can be dynamically assembled using
visual development tools. Cyclone modeling elements were
used for developing the user-defined beans. Silk classes
were extended for this purpose.
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